Abstract-Offloading cellular hotspot regions to small-cells has been the main theme for the fifth generation of cellular network. One such hotspot is the public transport which carries a large number of cellular users who frequently receive low quality of service (QoS) due to vehicular penetration effect (VPE). Hence installation of mobile-cell (MC) within public transport is seen as a potential enabler to enhance QoS for commuting users. However, unlike fixed cells, MC requires wireless backhaul (BH) connectivity along with in-vehicle Access-Link (AL) communication. These additional wireless links for MC communication will pose an excessive burden on an already scarce frequency spectrum. Hence, in this research, we exploit VPE and line-ofsight (LOS) communication to allow the downlink backhaul (DL-BH) sub-channels to be shared by in-vehicle downlink accesslink (DL-AL) transmission. Our analysis and simulations show that using the above-mentioned technique, both links maintain high success probability, especially in regions with low signal to interference ratios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main theme for fifth generation (5G) of cellular network pivots around co-existence of multiple radio access technologies [1] , and cells with different sizes [2] . In such a heterogeneous network (HetNet), the macrocell eNB (MeNB) provides wider coverage area, while small-cells cater dense cellular hotspots [3] .
However, the conventional small-cells could only provide fixed coverage. On the other hand, mobile-platforms like trains, subways, or buses also carry large number of cellular users [4] . The commuters inside these mobile-platforms experience low quality of service (QoS) due to vehicular penetration loss (VPL), which can be as high as 25 dB [5] . Additionally, simultaneous group handovers from public transport generate excessive amount of undesired signaling [6] , [7] . Hence researchers aim to unite such users into a single entity as seen by the core-network and call it a mobilecell (MC). The MC needs to be installed with a bi-antennae transceiver system (see Fig. 1 ). The backhaul (BH) antenna will enable wireless connectivity to the core-network. The invehicular users will be catered by access-Link (AL) antenna. Researchers in [8] - [12] have demonstrated that the MC can eliminate VPL, enhance QoS for commuting users, reduce number of handovers, and increase network throughput.
However, as demonstrated in [10] , unplanned mobility of MC increases interference to macro-cell layer, decreasing the overall system throughput. Chae et al. [13] proposed to use separate bands for in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle cellular users. This naive approach is less practical since service providers focus on increasing spectral efficiency of their network while maintaining high QoS. Janghser in [14] combined graph theory with optimization techniques to assign separate power levels and frequency sub-channels to fixed and mobile cells. Same authors in [15] discussed BH spectrum assignment similar to [14] . Analysis for uplink communication are performed in [12] which demonstrated 50% reduction in outage probability for commuting users. The algorithms presented in [12] , [14] - [16] assign resources (i.e. sub-channel) to any single MC link. However, since MC bears multiple wireless links (e.g. BH, AL) these approaches yields additional burden on already scarce spectrum. Hence in this paper, we utilize the inevitable vehicular penetration effect (VPE) to propose resource sharing between downlink backhaul (DL-BH) and downlink accesslink (DL-AL) to increase the spectral efficiency without compromising on QoS. We demonstrate through analysis and simulation that with the use of directional antenna (i.e. line-of-sight communication) for DL-AL, along with utilizing VPE, both links can share same resource with high success probability, especially for low signal-to-interference ratio (SIR).
The main contributions of this research is to study the impact of VPE and LOS communication to enable resource sharing in DL-BH and DL-AL links. An extended version of this research is presented in [17] . For the rest of the paper, section II and III explain the system model and performance analysis, respectively. Section IV presents the results and discussions, followed by conclusion in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model
In our model, MC communicate with MeNB on BH links. We have considered downlink communication. MeNBs are distributed according to homogeneous poisson point process (PPP) Φ c with density λ c (points/m 2 ) in the Euclidean plane. The probability density function (PDF) for the distance between MC m to the nearest base-station is given as [18] :
where r c is the distance between nearest base-station and MC m. MC m is picked at random from the set of M MCs. Since we are considering downlink analysis, the physical locations of cellular users (CUEs) are not taken into account. We define o as the AL-antenna of MC m We have considered deterministic route for MC (e.g. a train,or a subway) [14] in low SIR region within macrocell layer. Following [14] , [15] each MC is considered stationary at a given time instance. MC is linked to its nearest MeNB for BH communication. This setting yields optimal network performance since MC-to-FeNB BH-links will cause large number of handovers due to smaller FeNB coverage. We consider r c being the distance between the associated MeNB (A-MeNB) and the reference MC.
We denote the commuting user (MUE) with b. Each MC is installed with a bi-antennae system: (i) an external antenna (for BH) called BH-antenna and (ii) a directional antenna mounted under the roof of MC (for AL), called AL-antenna. The position of AL-antenna is such that it enhances the LOS component in access-link communication [19] . The BHantenna and AL-antenna are internally connected over wired links. The nature of communication over these links (voice calls, data transmission etc.) is out of scope of this study.
B. Channel Model and Spectrum Allocation
We have two main links under consideration as shown in Fig. 1 . DL-BH link between MeNB and BH-antenna, and DL-AL between the AL-antenna and MUE b.
The radio propagation model consists of large scale and small-scale fading for all links. All the links to the MC BHantenna (including MeNB-MC and interfering links) follow quasi-static rayleigh fading [15] . The large scale attenuation follows standard pathloss model i.e. r
−αi t
, where r t is the distance between transmitter (t x ) and receiver (t r ). α i denotes the non line-of-sight (NLOS) links pathloss exponent.
Due to the nature of AL-antenna, AL follows Rician fading where the Rician K-factor determines the strength of LOS component. The antenna-to-MUE distance is l and α o is the LOS pathloss exponent. P c and P o are the transmit powers for MeNB and MC AL-antenna, respectively. Each link is assigned distinct sub-channels. In the cellular layer, subchannel ω is allocated by A-MeNB to MC for DL-BH. DL-AL shares the same sub-channel as DL-BH to improve spectral efficiency.
C. Signal-to-Interference Ratio
We have considered interference limited environment where noise can be neglected as the signals from interfering transmitters dominate [18] . We have considered Υ 1 being the SIR on sub-channel ω between DL-BH link between MeNB c and MC m.
Note that ε is the penetration factor such that 0 < ε ≤ 1. The value of ε determines the quality of isolation (due to VPE) between BH and AL links. The lower the ε, the better the isolation between two links. I C denote cumulative interference from interfering MeNBs, i.e. I C = c ∈Φc\{c} (1) denotes the exponentially distributed channel gain between any t x and t r . r c denotes the distances to the interfering MeNBs in Φ c . X d is the distance between the AL-antenna and BH-antenna. I o is the total interference from neighboring MC m (∀m ∈ M \ m). Note that the interference from neighboring MC DL-AL is negligible because of very low transmit power. Furthermore, there is lower chance that any nearby MC will be assigned the same set of subchannels (e.g. near cell edges). Moreover, the main interfering component to the BH-antenna is the spatially closer MC m AL-antenna. Hence, we consider I o ε ≈ 0 and Υ 1 becomes:
We further define Υ 2 as the SIR from AL-antenna o to MUE b receiver on sub-channel ω as:
where I c is the interference that the MUE experience by cellular transmitters which can be denoted as:
h c . We have considered that the AL-antenna is mounted under the roof of MC, such that commuting users are in LOS range of the transmitter. I o is the total interference from the all the neighboring MC transmission to MUE b. Note the transmission from neighboring MC DL-AL will experience two VPE signal degradations. Hence, as above, we consider I o ε 2 ≈ 0. Then Eq. 4 becomes:
Since the DL-AL exhibits Rician fading, the channel h
(h o ) can be given according to Ch:3, [20] as:
where K is the ratio of power for dominant to the scattered component of AL and I 0 (.) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of zeroth order [20] . 
2 (K + 1) [20] . If the scattered component of the link is modeled as the Gaussian random variable with the variance σ 2 = 1/2, then P r = K + 1 . Hence, Eq. 6 becomes:
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS This section presents performance analysis for DL-BH and DL-AL for the proposed model. Note that the successful transmission is based on the probability that the SIR achieved at receiver is above a certain threshold level (θ). We have considered this success probability as the main performance metric in this research. It can be mathematically represented 
A. Success Probability for Backhaul Link
We start with the success probability for DL-BH (p 1 ).
where the expectation E[.] is with respect to the distance r c between MC and A-MeNB. For notational convenience we will use r from now on to denote r c .
As mentioned above h ω c,m ∼ exp (1), we use the CCDF of h ω c,m along with using Laplace transform for random variables I o and I c . We can re-write the Eq. 10 as:
L I C (s) is expressed as [18] :
where
Then the success probability (p 1 ) in Eq. 11 becomes
It is difficult to find the closed form expression for Eq. 16. However considering r = tan πδ 2 , we can rewrite it as
) and Y > 0. Eq. 17 can easily be solved using numerical integration methods.
B. Success Probability for Access Link
As mentioned in Section II, the downlink between ALantenna and MUE inside MC has strong LOS component due to the use of directional antennas. Hence DL-AL follows Rician distribution. The probability for successful AL transmission can be given as:
. (18) where Γ(.) is the Gamma function and J, Q are positive integers such that
See Proof: Appendix A. 
C. Ergodic rate per Sub-channel for DL-BH
The ergodic rate for BH-link is derived using techniques in [18] and is presented as Eq. 20. Due to page limitations, the proofs are omitted here. Note that F = 
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In this section, we present the evaluation for the analysis done in previous section using Monte Carlo simulation. The total simulations area is considered to be 40×40 km 2 . MC and user association to the closest to the MeNB corresponds to Voronoi tessellation for PPP Φ c . We averaged the results for 10,000 realizations for each simulation and found that the simulation and analysis closely match. General simulation parameters are shown in Table I . Fig. 2 demonstrates the combined effect of penetration factor and SIR threshold on the success probability of BH link. It can be observed that with better isolation between BH and AL (i.e. lower values of ε), greater success probability can be achieved even at higher SIR threshold. This can be achieved with the installation of directional AL-antenna, coupled with better interference cancellation techniques and MC-structural design favoring VPE. Fig 3 shows that the simulation results closely match the mathematical analysis. The slight difference is due to the use of approximations made for numerical integration in the analysis. It is evident from Fig. 3 that with higher macrocell density (λ c ), better BH-link performance can be achieved. This result is also in-line with [9] and intuitively suggests that with the decrement of link-distance between AMeNB and MC BH-antenna, the success probability increases. Similar results can be observed in Fig. 4 that increasing λ c improves the performance of BH, even with highly interfering AL-links. Fig. 5 demonstrate the affects of VPE and macrocell density on the ergodic rate of BH in nats/sec/hz.
Finally, the performance gains of AL-antenna and MUE are observed in Fig. 6 . As demonstrated in the figure, for a well isolated MC-structure (e.g. ε = 0.1), higher probability of DL-AL transmission is achieved. Due to the LOS component in DL-AL, even higher values of ε do not result in poor-connectivity. Note however that for a dense macrocell deployment, DL-AL success probability gets low. This is due to that fact that the interfering MeNBs are now spatially closer to the MUE b. On the contrary, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , the success probability for backhaul link increases with the density of MeNBs. The evaluation of optimal macro-cell deployment is out of scope of this research.
Note in Fig. 6 that Rician K-factor is assumed to be 2 dB, which means LOS component is twice as strong as multi-path components. This is true for in-vehicular users since the directional AL-antenna is mounted under vehicleroof and hence dominant-signals' effects on communication is more stronger than scattered components. However, the signal strength is reduced to lower the success probability for poorlyisolated MC structural design (e.g. ε = 0.8). On the contrary, if we assume a strong LOS then the success probability is very high, even for poorly-isolated scenarios (not shown in the figure) . These results also demonstrate that the position of AL-antenna, along with proper seating arrangements inside MC will have significant affects on the performance of MC. Note that in practical scenarios, having very high value of K (e.g. K ≥ 10) is difficult to achieve.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a shared DL-BH and DL-AL resource sharing scheme for mobile-cell, exploiting vehicular penetration effect and directional antenna system for downlink access link communication. Unlike other resource allocation schemes proposed for mobile-cells, we have demonstrated that exploiting VPE, along with using directional antennas for AL, MC DL-BH and DL-AL communication can be performed without using additional resources. While VPE depends upon the material and construction properties of the transport-vehicles, the LOS communication can be enabled using directional antennas inside MC. This paper also gives an idea that construction parameters and antenna positioning inside MC should be considered for future transport vehicles to increase the spectral efficiency for cellular network. Resource sharing for sidehaul links and uplink backhaul and access links are the topic of our on-going research.
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APPENDIX A SUCCESS PROBABILITY FOR ACCESS LINK
We start by stating that p 2 is the probability of success for MC-to-MUE link which is given as p 2 = P(Υ 2 > θ):
where P h o ≤ θεI c is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the random variable h o given as
It is difficult to find the CDF of h o due to the presence of zeroth order Bessel function in its PDF given in Eq. 7. Following [21] , and after using expansion series provided in [8. 447.1 in [22] ], the PDF is expressed as:
Based on above equation, the CDF is derived as:
Then, applying 2.321.2 in [22] x n e ax = e ax n m=0
x n−m , we get:
Note that y = θεI c , we get p 2 as: 
Using property L[t n f (t)] = (−1) n F n (s) and a = θ we can simplify Eq. 26 as:
The combined Laplace transform of I c is derived using methods presented in Section III-A:
and D n (.) is the n th derivative of the function and we find D(a, n) as: This completes the proof
